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How to Sew a Face Mask

How to Sew a Face Mask
1. Please watch the pronunciation videos or listen to the pronunciation audio files and repeat the
words.
2. Please answer five multiple questions. After you answer all the questions, please remember to
click on "submit."
3. You can then click on "view score" to check your score. You should be able to see if your answer
is right or wrong.
4. You can also click on "edit your response" to change your answers and submit again. In other
words, you can submit the quiz as many times as you want until you get all of them right. :)
* Required

1.

What is your first name? (Only the first name, please! This is to protect your
privacy and yet help me know who answers the questions.) *

needle

http://youtube.com/watch?v=1-n5EF2HNMc

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16-Ux94tYh1eZVEjSAOUsctBaCuF_LiYs7yO5IkY9lpA/edit
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pin

v=W5dWWFiTGa0

http://youtube.com/watch?

thread

http://youtube.com/watch?v=J6vmzYlzlSw

2.

Could you please click on the following link to go to Collins Online Dictionary and
then click on the speaker sign to listen to the audio file?
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/scissors
Mark only one oval.
Yes, I listened to and repeated after the audio file.
No, I could not find the audio file.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16-Ux94tYh1eZVEjSAOUsctBaCuF_LiYs7yO5IkY9lpA/edit
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3.

Could you please click on the following link to go to Collins Online Dictionary and
then click on the speaker sign to listen to the audio file?
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/us/dictionary/english/pleat
Mark only one oval.
Yes, I listened to and repeated after the audio file.
No, I could not find the audio file.

4.

needle

20 points

Mark only one oval.
1. A very small thin pointed piece of metal. It is used in sewing to fasten pieces of
material together until they have been sewn.
2. A small cutting tool with two sharp blades that are screwed together. We always use
the plural form.
3. A small, very thin piece of polished metal which is used for sewing. It has a sharp
point at one end and a hole in the other for a thread to go through.
4. A piece of clothing is a permanent fold that is made in the cloth by folding one part
over the other and sewing across the top end of the fold.
5. A long very thin piece of a material such as cotton, nylon, or silk, especially one that is
used in sewing.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16-Ux94tYh1eZVEjSAOUsctBaCuF_LiYs7yO5IkY9lpA/edit
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5.

thread

20 points

Mark only one oval.
1. A long very thin piece of a material such as cotton, nylon, or silk, especially one that is
used in sewing.
2. A small cutting tool with two sharp blades that are screwed together. We always use
the plural form.
3. A small, very thin piece of polished metal which is used for sewing. It has a sharp
point at one end and a hole in the other for a thread to go through.
4. A piece of clothing is a permanent fold that is made in the cloth by folding one part
over the other and sewing across the top end of the fold.
5. A very small thin pointed piece of metal. It is used in sewing to fasten pieces of
material together until they have been sewn.

6.

pin

20 points

Mark only one oval.
1. A small cutting tool with two sharp blades that are screwed together. We always use
the plural form.
2. A long very thin piece of a material such as cotton, nylon, or silk, especially one that is
used in sewing.
3. A piece of clothing is a permanent fold that is made in the cloth by folding one part
over the other and sewing across the top end of the fold.
4. A very small thin pointed piece of metal. It is used in sewing to fasten pieces of
material together until they have been sewn.
5. A small, very thin piece of polished metal which is used for sewing. It has a sharp
point at one end and a hole in the other for a thread to go through.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16-Ux94tYh1eZVEjSAOUsctBaCuF_LiYs7yO5IkY9lpA/edit
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7.

scissors

20 points

Mark only one oval.
1. A long very thin piece of a material such as cotton, nylon, or silk, especially one that is
used in sewing.
2. A piece of clothing is a permanent fold that is made in the cloth by folding one part
over the other and sewing across the top end of the fold.
3. A very small thin pointed piece of metal. It is used in sewing to fasten pieces of
material together until they have been sewn.
4. A small, very thin piece of polished metal which is used for sewing. It has a sharp
point at one end and a hole in the other for a thread to go through.
5. A small cutting tool with two sharp blades that are screwed together. We always use
the plural form.

8.

pleat

20 points

Mark only one oval.
1. A small cutting tool with two sharp blades that are screwed together. We always use
the plural form.
2. A long very thin piece of a material such as cotton, nylon, or silk, especially one that is
used in sewing.
3. A very small thin pointed piece of metal. It is used in sewing to fasten pieces of
material together until they have been sewn.
4. A piece of clothing is a permanent fold that is made in the cloth by folding one part
over the other and sewing across the top end of the fold.
5. A small, very thin piece of polished metal which is used for sewing. It has a sharp
point at one end and a hole in the other for a thread to go through.
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